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Banyan health systems reviews

Move on to the content of Primary Care Mental Health Treatment Substance Abuse Services Research &amp; Evaluation Our Banyan Health Team is ready to help with comprehensive services and programs. Learn more about each focus area below: Banyan Health Systems integrates primary and behavioral health care, and provides all
people with affordable, quality and compassionate care to live their best life. Focused on supplying emotional health services, addiction treatments in this alcohol and drug rehab in Miami, FL proudly expands services to emotional medical therapies. Addiction Treatment ProgramsBanyan health system boasts of providing knowledgeable,
quality drug abuse treatments together through experienced, well-versed addiction pros and evidence-based therapeutic methods that give a high level of success. By paying tribute to the specific programmes for patients who acquires addiction treatment services in this institution works with persons with communal emotional and
substance abuse disorders, Lesbian, Clients referred to from the court / justice system, seniors or older adults, persons with HIV or AIDS, persons who experienced trauma, Children with serious emotional disorders (SED), Persons with Serious Mental Illness (SMI), Persons with Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Transitional Age for
Adults and Persons With Disabilities. With excellent business of diligent research, the best-functioning therapy methods are selected and strategically employed in the procedure programs that offer the best care to patients. In drug and alcohol rehabTimes treatments for addiction, patients go through extremely difficult stages that prove to
be worth enough time and effort. At these stages, Banyan's health system ensures adaptation to smoking policies, which indicate: smoking is allowed in a certain area. Extension of valuable solutions with the use of male and female children/adolescents, adults, adults and seniors (65 years of age). For patients who need language
solutions, they are available upon request. Alcohol and drug treatmentSii up for admitted, patients experience a thorough examination by a specialist addiction specialist that a comprehensive, detailed addiction treatment plan will be developed, indicating a procedure plan as well as some of the future treatment facilities in Outpatient.
Patients are delegated to a hospital treatment program for substance abuse that allows the patient to stay in their current residence while they create designated, regular visits to the facilities they need for intensive treatment. Alcohol and drug treatment servicesAt addiction community includes many extremely intellectual and special
individuals who have discovered a lot of progress through selected groups of basic therapy solutions that include: management Family Family Suicide prevention services In case the addiction disease has caused itself to you, there is hope. Whether it concludes the fight with alcohol or drug addiction, or perhaps the disease inflicted on
itself on someone you love, leaving you a dust trail of its misery, banyan health system gives you opportunity and hope. The funding option is available through all such funds for money or self-reliance, Medicaid, Private Health Insurance and Community Mental Health Block Grants.Getting the very best help you desperately need for your
self or a loved one can make all the difference. If you want to learn more about the addiction treatment services provided at this drug and alcohol treatment center in Miami, Florida, we highly recommend that you reach them directly so they can address your issues in order. Rate and Review Your Experience Updated December 30,
2020SortPopularCOVID-19 RelatedHighest RatingMostest RatingMostest RecentOldest FirstI worked at Banyan Health Systems full-time for over a yearProsBanyan is a stable organization that offers flexible schedules as well as good support from monitoring staff and responsive Human Resources Department, which is very active on
employee satisfaction. ConsNot a lot of employee benefits. Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI worked for Banyan Health Systems full-timeProsable move up the ladder. Dedicate a group of people working towards one common goal. Fast working environment. Decent benefits. ConsEvidence base practice has not been
implemented at the top/executive management level. Reality disconnect between corporate global setting and agency entities. The company does not provide a cash raise. Behavioural health technicians are not properly trained and compensated for providing services to the population they serve. Putting away fires mentality is part of the
main cultural agency. Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI have worked at Banyan Health Systems full-timeProsPay, paid vacations, the company pays for hmo health plan employee, holiday gifts such as gift cards and lots, new CEO takes care of employees and is looking for feedback. MinusProductivity driven, no remote work.
Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI has been working for Banyan Health Systems full-time for over a year InProsbanyan provides a supportive and stimulating team. ConsBanyan does not give an incentive for the employee to stay at the agency for a long time. Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI worked for Banyan Health
Systems full-time for less than a yearConsStaff was a big direct manager of Constaff's underpaid and overworkedFlag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateFlag worked for Banyan Health Systems full-timeProsi was a big direct manager of ConsStaff's underpaid and overworkedFlag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateFlag has worked
for Banyan Systems full-time for over 3 yearsProsists, customers and itcons-management – you pay for the service provided, the high rate is not showing from customers – High health care deductions – Management change your mind, such as changing clothes. You really don't know what to expect from them–you haven't heard, you are
just told what to do no questions asked. Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI worked for Banyan Health Systems full-time for over a year in ProsFlas, a decent entry-level pay. ConsLow pay, mediocre training, no place for growth. Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI have worked for Banyan Health Systems full-
timeProsTams Learn everything it takes to get a job somewhere elseconsHorrible pay and benefits. Management has no idea about field services and actual struggles when it comes to dealing with customers directly to Flag as InappropriateII worked for Banyan Health Systems full-time for over 8 years for Prostitute customers and lower-
level employees who work very hard. ConsTerrible pay, terrible corporate culture. C level management has no idea what happens to programs, they bully, intimidate, threaten, employees, doctors, or anyone who doesn't fall into their toxic work culture. Several programmes are closed within one year due to poor financial management.
Flag as InappropriateFlag as inappropriate This particular company helps people with addiction barriers. Most clients have a court order to attend the program. Also, the company is paid training to continue its careerOr that this review helpful?en general el personal trabaja en un ambiente relajado en cuanto a las relaciones persones. El
trabajo es bastante arduo pues se trabaja con enfermedades o trastornos mentales y eso estresa un pocoWas this review helpful? The company is a great company springboard. The company is a great company springboard. There is a chance of development if you are in the right department. The company promotes from the first. Then
the company allows growth and experience. Was this review helpful? Understanding supervisors, but in high demand. Training could be better; however, most employees are very helpful. A lot of driving if you are not an office staff. Was this review helpful? I promise you won't be happy in this company, the manager will never keep your
confidence, they stack your back, will smile and then stack your back again. It's insane. Please run,run!!! Was this review helpful? The work there is very much to go out. I like this policy . everyone loves to work there. every day, learning more new things. environment is really good . I like workinWas this review useful? Quantity over the
quality of care: Overworked and ForgottenAfter me start saying that I started working with this company in October 2018 and I received training one year and one month later after being It. This tutorial came after another former evaluator outed management for the absence of a support and fraudulent bill. Unfortunately, when the other
evaluator left, I became a target because of being so vocal. Mind you, I shared the concern that I was going back fired on me with management conjuring up something just to write me up. I refused to sign it for many reasons, one reason was because I was the one who brought the statement on bill and schedule issues. Why should I sign
a write about something that they're doing wrong? Not only did I deceive the interview about the bonus that I could get, and I signed the contract, it was all a LIE! They created a bonus contract that even if I worked 365 days straight, I wouldn't get a bonus. I have seen three evaluators leave within one year due to poor management,
training, unreasonable job expectations and a lack of communication. New management was hired and what they care about is NUMBERS is not something else. If I have three clients planned for my last hour of work, I have to see them; no matter what I do in my personal life. I complained about staying later and not being able to make it
to my second job and the answer I got was well not rude, but we're worried about our business (banyan). Why am I still here? Because I love the actual work I do clients, not this business. I can go on and on. Was this review helpful? We want to help you find great businesses. Help us to be the best! Will these feedback help you learn
more about working for Banyan Health Systems? Do not take care of the employeesI work here and constantly bullied and targeted. Went to HR to complain about the situation and nothing was done. Several homophobic comments were said to me and I was bullied by the driver. Don't work here because they are just going to do more
than work for you and never give you a raise. They do not have to take care of their employees at all, even if they are discriminated against. Was this review helpful? Unfortunately, I do not recommend looking for a job in my particular location. Leadership is very overbearing and has little to no potential for development. The basic payment
should only be called payment because there are no commissions or creates opportunities. I know people who have worked here for over 10 years without a raise. The benefits do not outweigh or compensate for the environment. Was this review helpful? The role of case managers is underestimated. The salary has been changed from
hourly to salary. You're going to learn from home. Management has no experience in case management. Turn the rate low. Was this review useful?management does not respect employees all the time. If your not a clique is hard to get time off. Managers will never bring you up, mostly by gnaing you down. They are always focused on all
the wrong things, not fixing what is broken. They care about your safety one bit. violate the law of money. They make the patient sleep on the floor because the overcrowding unit will quickly buck. They don't help patients like they think that, people get out of here worse then they came. They have a license for 25 patients, but they always
like to have 40 plus patients per unit. Was this review helpful? Doctors care, management is not. Promotions are based on what you know, not what you know. It has become a factory where employees are overworked, and customers are just numbers. Was this review helpful? Productive, but not many fun places to workWithtru days at
work include clients, subscribing and doing admissions to be seen by a psychiatrist. Sometimes we do more than we pay for. Schedules are a bit disorganised in the system because customers always complain about waiting times. Free lunch sometimes from Reps.Was this review helpful? Put behavioral health technicians to do
behavioral health practitioner work. The administration only fears that beds are filled and no actual treatment plans are given to customers or to help them out in any way. Low pay. This site only gives more obligations/obligations and no compensation. Case Managers have a higher turnover rate than McDonald's. I really don't recommend
anyone to work here. Was this review helpful? Unless you like being more than worked, stressed out and frustrated just do yourself a favor and avoid banyan! Poor leadership skills, management involves applying lipstick sticks and taking selfies. While voicing many urgent problems with the driver was told to stop talking to answer
personal text messages. Total disrespect. Management is not into the staff, you will be treated badly, unless you brown nose.fixed hours and vacation offManagement is not into the staff, too busy to invent banyanWas this review useful? Banyan is a great place to intern. Supervisors are useful and knowledgeable. Banyan also helps you
develop a broader skill set with a helping hand manager. Was this review helpful? The management team lacks leadership skills. Too busy trying to look good, not that job. Management lacks communication skills as well. Make changes constantly and expect employees to adapt to these changes like pronto! Poor discipline, expects you
to be able to make 100% effort without real training!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Don't ever work for these people ever again!the benefits are trash. The management team does not care about customers or employees. Too much to list. Was this review helpful? I had a great clinical experience working for Banyan and really got to explore a lot of different



clients from different backgrounds and demographics. I recommend it as a great experience. Was this review helpful? Useful?
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